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also, igor pro 8 is the first version of igor pro to support color spaces. color spaces allow you to
specify how colors will be interpreted, such as rgb, hsb, and other common color schemes. igor pro 8
supports a number of different color spaces: when you save your setup as a project, you can load
and save the setup at any time to take advantage of the latest changes. for example, you can use
the workspace object to quickly create multiple layouts, each of which can have a different theme,
and you can save and load between them. when you save your setup as a project, igor automatically
detects the folder where your project is stored, and it creates a new folder for each layout. you can
name the folder whatever you like, as long as it's unique, since you can only have one project open
at a time. you can then open and save projects at any time to take advantage of the latest changes.
igor pro 8 is available in three editions: standard, professional, and ultimate. the base, single-user
standard edition includes version 8.0.3 of the igor pro windows program. the professional edition
includes version 8.3 of the igor pro windows program, plus the commercial x11 and apple mac os x
versions of igor pro. the ultimate edition includes version 8. the igor pro mac os x versions of igor pro
are available as a free download from the mac os x download page. igor pro is available at all three
levels for windows and mac os x. the standard edition is a single-user version. the professional
edition has a number of features, including multiple interfaces, batch processing, and support for
multiple project files and data sources. the ultimate edition has all the features of the professional
edition, plus support for arrays, multidimensional arrays, and multidimensional data. all editions of
igor pro have a commercial x11 interface for use with multiple unix and macintosh platforms. all
three editions of igor pro include mac os x support for multicore and gpu-accelerated computing.
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in the file menu, click the new folder icon. this will open a window with two options. the first is to
create a new folder to store your igor pro user files. the second option is to open an existing folder. if
you select this option, you will see a window like the one above. if you want to use igor xops, you will

need to copy them to your applications folder. xops are stored in the igor userfiles folder, which is
usually located in the home folder. you can change the location of this folder by opening the folder,

selecting preferences, then general. in this dialog, you can select the applications folder as the
default location for your userfiles folder. you can then install xops by simply copying the contents of

the igor userfiles folder to your applications folder (or move them if you wish). apple recently
removed the quicktime framework from macos 10.15. this framework was required by the playmovie

operation and was used when the /a flag (avi format) is provided with the newmovie and
playmovieaction operations. in igor 8 or later playmovie attempts to pass movie files off to the finder
using applescript to open them using the program associated with the file extension. however, igor 8
and 9 do not have permission to automate the finder in later versions of macos. you can still open a

movie file using playmovieaction and extract frames from the movie. when i upgraded to igor 9, i
discovered that i could no longer get some of the video sequences i had been relying on to animate
in igor to play. the behavior that is occurring is the program will start to load, and then not load. i

can still get the thumbnail and the process will start, but the video will not play. i have been running
on a 64-bit version of igor 8 for a while, so i decided to create a new project in igor 9 to see if there
was any difference. unfortunately, this appears to be a limitation in the 64-bit version of igor 9. if i
open a project in the 32-bit version, the videos play fine. the same situation occurs if i try to run a

new project with the 64-bit version. 5ec8ef588b
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